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Next Generation Education
at Sparkassenakademie

The future of effective teaching and collaboration with smartPerform

Project

Key Challenges

smartPerform Solutions

Key Beneﬁts

Sparkassenakademie
Stuttgart

Most intuitive conferencing
interface
Highly adaptable to any size of
group, number of rooms and
types of hardware
Integration with event and
room-booking software and
A/V technology

smartPerform converse!

One interface – all options –
easy to use
Flexible conﬁguration options
no training required for lecturers
Annotate everything – documents or video sources
Central control of all room- and
equipment-conﬁguration

With smartPerform, the Sparkassenakademie is nothing less than a
quantum leap on the way to new patterns of teaching and education, optimized in every detail for concentrated and comfortable knowledge transfer.

he Sparkassenakademie Baden-Württemberg is the educational institution and competence center for human resource
development of the Sparkasse Finance Group Baden-Württemberg.
SOLUTION
Via a very simple and intuitive smartPerform interface, presenters, lecturers and participants alike immerse themselves into
the education process. smartPerform provides a remarkable
and easy way to control all of the technology while being able
to access the presentation content and utilize interactive annotation in any instance.

“Maximum learning effectiveness made
easy. Minimal technical support and preparation effort guaranteed.”
smartPerform offers the presenters and lecturers a variety of
comfortable options: From running their lectures with an attached laptop as popular, to bringing a ﬂash drive with additional content or accessing the content which has been prepared
and sent to the academy in advance. Popular applications,
such as Microsoft Excel, Powerpoint, or Internet Explorer as
well as central stored academy information and online services
can be started with one touch. The smartPerform whiteboarding function allows annotating on any source and the ability
to save and share those annotations immediately.

The academy itself and the IT services staff beneﬁt from smartPerform as well. The number of service calls by presenters
who have trouble to getting the technology to work has been
reduced to a level, where such calls only concern hardware
failures and malfunctions, but never usability issues.
smartPerform enables the efﬁcient hardware utilization over
several rooms, scalable up to a professional conference center
with over 500 rooms of different size and focus, integrating all
kinds of applications, contents and of course equipment

APPLICATION
Individual or connected meeting rooms in corporate environments
Training or teaching facilities

FIND OUT MORE

At its core, smartPerform is a standard interaction software
which allows you to create interactive, multi-touch enabled conferencing & brand experiences. The supreme individual conﬁguration options and comfortable intuitive handling enable you to
show, include, run, and control all kinds of content, applications,
devices and sources within one unique User Interface.

smartPerform provides interfaces to the A/V control system,
providing easy access to media control options such as showing an attached camera live image from another room. The
room and event booking system is also connected, so that
smartPerform knows exactly which devices are available – and
dynamically adapts the user interface accordingly. Does the
sunshine require closing the window blinds? smartPerform
also includes scenes for different weather conditions.

CONTACT

The layout and design of the interface, while fully ﬂexible to
be adapted to different user requirements, follows an App-like
design, helping users new to A/V technology to relate to the
interface and control it with ease.
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smartPerform converse! gets you into efﬁcient conversation
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